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. To develop the creative skills among the students.

. To develop social and aesthetic domains among students,
o To inculcate the skill of competence in their life.
. To encourage learners to appreciate, accept and respect other's efforts and creativity.
. To bring the sense of responsibility toward the country and environment,
. To motivate them to keep their surroundings clean.

Descriotion:

"Cleanliness rs next to Godliness, Much like charity begins at home, sanitation and cleantrness
begins with me and you,"

Environmental cleanliness begins with individual's desire to clean the surrounding. To br-ing the
sense of responsibility toward the country and environment among the learners ,an activity based on the
theme "Clean India Campaign" was organized for the students of class I in their respective classrooms. All
the students were intimated well before about this activity. They vuere asked to bring coiours and learn
one quotation based on the theme "Clean India Campaign". Students were provided a colouring sheet (A4
size)to colour theprcture and write a quotation on Clean India, All the students participated with great
zeal and enthusiasm in this activity. They tried to use their creative skills to colour their dream country
which is clean and green. They used their imagination in a constructive manner to colour the given
picture. Different shades, colours, were used by the students which helped to develop their creative and
aesthetic skills. They also wrote motivational and meaningful quotations. This activity also helped to bring
calmness, patience and discipline among the students, During the activity students were also briefed
about the "Clean India campaign" which began on Oct 2, 2074 by tlie Prime minister of India,
Mr, Narendra Modi on the occasion of Gandhiji's 150th birthday. The learners were motivated to keep their
surroundings clean and litter free. This helped them to en:'ich their knorvledge about their country and
understand the importance of cleanliness and hygiene. AIlthe students performed well in the activity.8est
five entries were selected from each section out of which best five were awarded with ceftificates and
prizes. Overall, it was highly motivational and inspirational activity and learners enjoyed a lot.
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